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JEFF DWORIN Maybe you've noticed that the superbabe knockouts in hot pants with lip gloss and stiletto heels that once decorated exhibitions at car shows are long gone, a memory, finito. Perhaps because, as an official at the George P. Johnson Company pointed out to me as we went through this year's Detroit auto show, leaning close to whisper, women
make the final decision in 60 percent of all new car purchases. So, what do you say, I joked back, women don't like to see those ladies? He gave me a Judge Judy look. George P. Johnson is no longer around to see what his flag-and-bunting business, founded in 1914 as a decorator for the earliest fairs, has become. Today, Johnson's company is still family-
owned, but now it has a 500,000-square-foot store in Auburn Hills, Michigan, a 400,000-square-foot facility in California, a large location in Stuttgart, Germany, even an office in Beijing. There are almost a thousand people employed in Johnson, and they produce around 2,500 exhibitions and events annually. Today, Johnson's boys get more to make an
exhibition for a car show than a real estate agent in Beverly Hills gets for a run-of-the-mill movie star mansion. In the 90s, these motor shows became notable for their flamboyance and grandiosity, and for the staggering prices, automakers have been willing to pay for them. This year's Chrysler set had a computerized, 7,000-jet-nozzle waterfall that could write
messages within sheets of falling water. BMW rented a monster video panel - an LED wall - that was more than nine feet high and 84 feet long, looking like it came from Times Square. The Audi kit involved a loop constructed of more than 3,000 large pieces of tempered glass connected by an intricate system of stainless steel flying wire. My guide said quietly:
It says to visitors, 'We are known for our engineering.' It looked like a tribute to a suspension bridge. The original was twice the size when it debuted at the '99 Frankfurt show, and a guy who should know told me that the thing might have cost Audi $20 million! Hard to believe, but the exhibition industry (including all kinds of fairs) is now a $100 billion a year
industry. JEFF DWORIN We stopped at the Nissan exhibition (top right), one of Johnson's clients (his company produced about half of the exhibits at this show). The Z concept car made its debut here, so this screen had to be a lollapalooza, although the budget was perhaps a tenth of what GM and Ford paid for their massive two-story exhibits - and auto-
show kibitzers will tell you that the two superstructures cost somewhere between $40 million and $100 million each, a big reason why both sets have been awarded encore performances in the years to come to spread out their costs. Work on the Nissan display began nine months before the show. In the exciting language of designers, my guide said, the
design work begins with the shape of the exhibition, then the color, then the materials. Although the show does not Until January 7, light crews began setting up two months before, and work eight hours a day began in earnest on 17 January. Waterworld's set didn't take that long to build, did it? This content is created and maintained by a third party and
imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io September 29, 2011 Are you having trouble finding a good late model used car? You're not alone! Blame the slowing sales of new cars. As a result, it will be difficult to find a good bargain for a while. The lack
of sales at new car dealerships means there are fewer sales, notes Consumer Reports. This creates a shortage of available late-used cars for two reasons: 1) There are simply fewer people shopping in their cars for new car dealerships to resale. 2) People keep their cars longer, so when they finally hit the second-hand market, they are much older and in
worse condition. With a shortage of high-quality used cars out there, prices have risen steadily. But notes Consumer Reports, Late-model cars are still among the best values you'll find. Finding the right car at the right price will only be more challenging. On the back, if you have a late model used car that you want to trade in for a new car, then you have gold
on your hands. You should negotiate agressively with dealers because the demand for late-model used cars is astronomical right now. TrueCar, RydeShopper and CarsDirect are the best way to see the lowest car prices in your area. These sites show you no-haggle prices from retailers closest to you - and the deals are usually very good. This should be the
first step you take when negotiating your car price. Follow this up with my checklist to make sure you squeeze out every bit of savings. - Gregg Fidan Gregg Fidan is the founder of RealCarTips. After being ripped off on his first car purchase, he devoted several years to figuring out the best ways to avoid fraud and negotiate the best car deals. He has written
hundreds of articles on the subject of car buying and taught thousands of car customers how to get the best deals. Latest Weekly Car Buy Tips RSS Feed December 24, 2020 December 17, 2020 December 10, 2020 03.12.2020 November 26, 2020 November 19, 2020 November 12, 2020 November 5th, 2020 2020 October 29, 2020 October 22, 2020
October 15, 2020 08.09.2020 01.09.2020 24 September 2020 17 September 2020 10 September 2020 03.09.2020 I welcome your car buy welcome questions. Send me an email and I'd like to reply to them! It's the last major hurdle in every car buying experience. You have already met the seller or used car salesman. You're done with the test drive.
Everything has gone smoothly so far, but now you have to (swallow) negotiate the price of the car. Down-down dunnn. We get it, the idea of going back and forth with sellers at the car price is about as tempting as going in boxing with Mike Tyson. But do you know what's fun? Driving home with a new-to-you car that you know you got for a bargain! Whether
you're negotiating a car or a new couch, Dave Ramsey says there are three rules to remember: The person with the most information usually wins. That means doing your homework and becoming an expert on what kind of car you want to buy. This is one of those cases where it helps to be the smartest person in the room. The person with the most patience
wins too. You can't negotiate when you're desperately or emotionally attached to a car - even the worst sellers will sniff it from a mile away. You have to be willing to walk away from a bad deal. There are plenty of cars in the sea! The person with the most options wins. If you're trying to choose between two bad options, it doesn't matter which one you choose
– you're going to end up with something that sucks. And it's not going to cut it! The more options you have, the more likely you are to get a good deal. When you combine knowledge, patience and options, you're going to win the negotiations every time! And the key to successful negotiation starts long before you enter a room with a private seller or enter a car
dealership. Why do you handle money the way you do? Take our quiz to find out! Let's dive into some car negotiating tips that will help you drive home grins from ear to ear. Do your research Whether you are entering a dealership or meeting with a private seller, you should be armed with as much knowledge as possible on the car (or cars) you want to buy. If
you decide to buy a Honda Civic, you need to learn everything you can about Honda Civics. That means you read articles about the car, talk to people who drive them, and get an idea of how much they're worth. Kelley Blue Book or Edmunds can help you find a price range to work from when negotiating with sellers. And it's so important to have this
information – if you don't know what a car is worth, you can pay too much for it. Find more options to choose between pay a visit to a handful of dealers and private sellers selling the type of car you want, and get some offers on the table to choose from. The more options you have, the more power you have in a negotiation. You won't feel boxed in to take a
bad deal because you have other options available. Let's say you look at two used trucks that are in similar condition. One is sold at a dealer and the other by a private seller. After you meet the private seller and kick the tires of the truck, the seller says they want $9,000. Tell me you're sleeping on it. The next day, go to the dealership and the seller says they
want $10,000 for their truck. You can tell the dealer, It is not good enough, since you have a better offer on the table. Maybe the dealer will counteract a new offer that is under $9,000. If not, that's fine. You can only go back to the private seller. way, you win. That's the power of having options! Don't act in a hurry when you're negotiating for a car, the worst
thing you can do is go in desperate or be in a rush to get a deal done. That's how you end up staring at that car in your driveway the next morning and wondering: What was I thinking? A car is one of the most expensive things you'll ever buy, so take the time to think it through. Our new Ramsey Car Guide can help you through the ins and outs of buying a car
correctly! Using your Walk-Away Power Have you ever been emotionally attached to a car during the test drive? Maybe you've already picked out a name for it in your head? We've all been there. But don't get too carried away with a car until you've signed on the dotted line. If you really like the car, put on your best poker face and play it cool. Because when
the seller gets a whiff that you're head over the heels of his car, you've already lost. They will try to milk it for all it's worth, because they know that you have bought the car in your head and will probably be willing to overuse. Remember: You have to be willing to walk away if the price isn't right and it's hard to walk away when you're emotionally invested in a
particular car. Understanding the power of cash The best way to buy a car is with cash. But does cash really have the same power as before? In a society where most people buy things with a card swipe, it's a fair question. But in an increasingly cashless society, cash is probably even more powerful as a negotiating tool than ever! Nothing is more stressful
than selling a big-ticket item worth thousands of dollars and wondering if the person's check is going to bounce or whether their loan approval will come through. With cash, you take away the stress completely – it makes your cash offer much more attractive! People get stupid when they see cash – real money. It's emotional. It's visual. It sends a message that
you mean business. So, don't be afraid to literally put the money on the table and say: Look, if you want this money today, you have to meet me at this price. If i don't, I'll be out of here. Even in a world PayPal, Venmo and Apple Pay, it's still about Benjamin's! Don't say too much negotiation and confrontation can make someone nervous, and do you know what
many of us do when we're nervous? We talk too much. Sometimes the best we can do during a negotiation is just shut up! Just say: John, this price is too high. So be quiet and see how far the seller will talk down on the price. When you talk too much, you may end up giving away more than you bargained for, so let the seller do most of the talking. Ask the
seller to sweeten the deal The best negotiations are win-win deals. The buyer wins, the seller wins . . . everyone wins! There is a healthy give-and-take involved, and sometimes that goes beyond the price tag. If a seller does not want to budge on price, you can get a little creative ask the seller to throw in something extra so that you agree to pay them
whatever they want. If you and the seller take the car to a mechanic who finds a problem with the car - maybe it needs new brake pads or the tires are worn down - it's something you can use to either negotiate a lower price or sweet deal. You can say, if I'm going to give you $10,000 for the car, I want you to throw in brand new tires. It doesn't hurt to ask! Don't
forget about car insurance costs When shopping around for a new car, many people forget to factor in a big expense: car insurance. If you're upgrading to a newer model of car or truck, there's a good chance you might see a bump in what you're paying for coverage. So when you finish negotiating the new trip, you will connect with one of our insurance
approved local suppliers (ELPs). Our ELPs are independent insurance agents who will help you get the right coverage in place and shop around for the best deal on car insurance. They give you the options so you don't have to look for them! Find your independent insurance agent today! Today!
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